Abstract. The origin of the 3.55 keV excess reported in various galaxies and galaxy clusters remains unknown. Non-observations of the line in dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) create tension with galaxy cluster observations when considering a direct Dark Matter (DM) → γ decay. This discrepancy could be explained by a DM → a → γ decay, where the DM particles decay to axion-like particles (ALPs), which then convert to photons in a magnetic field. The 3.55 keV line from a decay to ALPs therefore has very different morphology from a direct decay to photons, as it would only appear in environments with substantial magnetic fields between the source and us. To test this hypothesis we consider targets where the line strength would be enhanced compared to the DM → γ model. The giant lobes of radio galaxies could represent good environments, having magnetic fields with strength O(µG) that extend for hundreds of kiloparsecs, and minimal X-ray background. In the case of Centaurus A, a large population of dSphs are associated with the galaxy, some of which are potentially in or behind its lobes. In this paper we estimate the flux of a 3.55 keV DM → a → γ line from these sources, and compare it to the flux from the DM halo of Centaurus A. We comment on the potential to detect such a signal with current satellites (such as XMM-Newton and Chandra) and future satellites (such as Athena).
Introduction
The claimed detections of an unidentified emission line at 3.55 keV in stacked samples of galaxy clusters and individual galaxies [1, 2] have generated a huge amount of interest among particle physicists. While the possibility remains that this could be an astrophysical effect, no single theory has been able to account for all features of the data. This has led to many models of a Dark Matter (DM) particle decaying to photons to explain the line (see [3] for a review). However, the differing strengths of the line in different systems are in tension with a direct decay to photons. This discrepancy could be resolved by a DM → a → γ decay, where an intermediate ALP particle then converts to photons in the presence of a magnetic field. Such a decay would explain many features of the data [4, 5] , including: why the strength of the line is bounded to be weak for dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSph), where there are no substantial magnetic fields [6] [7] [8] ; and why it is measured to be strongest in the Perseus cluster, where the presence of an extended O(µG) magnetic field in the intracluster medium has been established [9] . It therefore behoves us to consider targets where the morphology for a DM → a → γ decay differs substantially from direct DM → γ.
The giant lobes of radio galaxies represent a promising environment to test the DM → a → γ model. These lobes can extend for hundreds of kiloparsecs and contain magnetic fields O(µG) and low electron densities ( 10 −4 cm −3 ), similar to galaxy clusters that have been shown to be efficient ALP-photon converters [10] . Objects such as dSphs in or behind the lobes, with large DM to baryonic matter ratios, might produce a 3.55 keV line competitive with the small X-ray background. In contrast, dSphs not along the l.o.s. to to the lobes will have no associated 3.55 keV.
Centaurus A is the best radio galaxy candidate to search for a line as it is the closest, with M31 on-centre XMM-MOS 3.53 ± 0.03 2-20 Stacked galaxies XMM-Newton < 2.5 (99%) Stacked galaxies Chandra 500 kpc long lobes and an associated population of dSphs [11] . There is also some evidence that the magnetic field is very strong (13.4 µG) in a region of the southern lobe far removed from the host galaxy, while other regions have magnetic fields ∼ 1 µG [12] . This could allow for a direct test of the DM→ a → γ model, as the signal from a dSph here should be much stronger than for a dSph in another part of the lobe. It would also be interesting to determine the strength of a signal from the DM halo of Centaurus A and how this compares to dSphs.
We review the current status of the 3.55 keV line in Section 2, and discuss potential radio galaxy targets in Section 3. In Section 4, we review ALP-photon conversion in magnetic fields, and describe the magnetic field model used to derive conversion probabilities. We compare 3.55 keV signatures for dSphs behind the lobes and the DM halo of Centaurus A in Section 5, and conclude in Section 6.
Review of the 3.55 keV line
The 3.55 keV line was initially detected in 2014 in a stacked sample of 73 galaxy clusters and in the Perseus cluster [1] , and by a separate group in M31 and the Perseus cluster [2] . These studies involved a total of 4 separate detectors on two different satellites (ACIS-I and ACIS-S onboard Chandra, and MOS and PN onboard XMM-Newton), making it difficult to explain as a systematic effect. A potential New Physics (NP) explanation proposed for the 3.55 keV excess was a 7.1 keV DM sterile neutrino ψ that decays to a 3.55 keV photon and neutrino. The decay rate is given by:
Since then, analyses have disagreed on the existence of the line in the centre of the Milky Way [13] [14] [15] and in Suzaku observations of the Perseus cluster [16] [17] [18] . Observations of dwarf spheroidals [6, 8] have not found evidence for a 3.55 keV line. The different inferred decay rates from the various (non-)observations are in tension (although not excluded). They are summarised in Table 1 , parametrised in terms of sin 2 (2θ).
Several astrophysical explanations of the 3.55 keV line have been proposed. Of these, the most compelling have been: an emission line caused by higher than expected abundances of ionised potassium (K XVIII) at 3.51 keV [13] ; or sulphur charge exchange at 3.44-3.47 keV, where highly ionised gas interacts with cold neutral gas, causing transitions from high n orbitals to the ground state [19, 20] . The latter explanation would require an almost identical gain miscalibration across 4 different detectors, in the same direction, to explain why the line appears at 3.55 keV.
In 2016 the Hitomi satellite observed the Perseus cluster for 230 ks, and found no evidence for a 3.55 keV line [21] . This observation ruled out the potassium explanation, and was in 3σ disagreement with the higher inferred line strength from XMM-Newton's MOS instrument (it was, however, consistent with line strengths inferred from other instruments and sources). Unfortunately, with the loss of Hitomi, confirmation that the line has a New Physics origin will have to wait either for the Hitomi replacement X-ray Astronomy Recovery Mission XARM or, looking further ahead, the Athena X-ray observatory due to launch in 2028 [22] .
The variation in the inferred line strengths, and the lack of a definitive astrophysics explanation, motivates consideration of alternative NP models to explain the line. One possibility is that there is no overall emission of 3.55 keV photons, but instead an absorption and rapid re-emission of 3.55 keV photons from point sources that were excluded from the above analyses. This would point to a 2-state Fluorescent Dark Matter model [23, 24] . Another model that explains the data well is a decay from DM to an intermediate particle, whose conversion to photons depends on the astrophysical environment between the DM halo and us. If the intermediate particle is an axion-like particle (ALP), the probability of conversion to photons is greatly enhanced in the presence of large astrophysical magnetic fields [25] , producing a substantially different morphology for the line [26] , as the decay rate:
depends on the magnetic field B through the ALP-photon conversion term P a→γ .
The dependence on B could explain the variety of inferred values for sin 2 (2θ) in Table 1 . The Perseus cluster is known to host a large magnetic field that efficiently converts ALPs to photons, so it would be likely to produce a strong signal [23] . An extremely weak signal would be expected from dSphs, as these small objects cannot host a magnetic field that could cause substantial ALP-photon conversion [27, 28] . The predictions for the Milky Way are less clear due to the uncertainties in the structure of the magnetic field towards the centre. In the case that the magnetic field is O(10 − 100 µG), no 3.55 keV line would be expected; in the case of a 1 mG poloidal central magnetic field, a line could be produced [9] . However, the model does predict a stronger line in M31 than the Milky Way [4] , consistent with the positive detection of [2] .
The unique morphology of a DM → a → γ line would allow future observations to differentiate it from a DM → γ scenario. Predicted line strengths differ for cool-core and non-cool-core clusters [5] . Stacked samples of nearly edge-on galaxies could provide good targets, as the distance the ALP travels through the galactic magnetic field is maximised [9] . Recently, it has been proposed that a DM → a → γ line could be detected in upcoming polarisation satellite experiments, such as IXPE [29] , albeit with a very long exposure time. The focus of this paper will be the potential to detect a 3.55 keV line in the giant lobes of radio galaxies. These provide good environments for ALP-photon conversion, and therefore merit a detailed consideration to determine the expected flux from DM halos in or behind the lobes.
Candidate Radio Galaxies
We consider nearby elliptical galaxies hosting AGNs with 10-100 kpc scale jets, and residing in poor groups or in cluster outskirts. These jets can produce giant radio lobes expanding for up to 500 kpc, which contain a tangled relic magnetic field. For most radio galaxies, the strength and coherence lengths of the magnetic fields are not known. NGC 6251 and DA240 have lobes with magnetic field strengths estimated O(0.1 − 1 µG) [30] [31] [32] , however we have no knowledge of their coherence lengths.
The nearest radio galaxy to us, Centaurus A, represents the best candidate to search for a DM → a → γ line. Its outer lobes are around 500 kpc long, and 200 kpc wide. The coherence length of the magnetic field are limited to be 10 kpc by [33] and 30 kpc by [34] ). The electron number density is limited to be n e ≤ 7 × 10 −5 cm −3 by [34] , while [35] limit it to n e ≤ 5 × 10 −5 cm −3 . While the AGN and jets will produce significant 0.2-10 keV emission, the lobes produce very little. In an analysis of two patches of the southern lobe using the Hard X-ray detector on Suzaku (XIS) [36] , the absorbed X-Ray energy flux in the 2-10 keV range was found to be F = 6.5 × 10 −12 erg cm −2 /0.35deg 2 , a value consistent with the lobe emission being no higher than 10% of the CXB [37] .
Estimates of its magnetic field strength are typically ∼ 1 µG, derived from: Fermi-LAT detection of gamma rays interpreted as inverse Compton scattering of CMB photons (0.89 µG in the northern lobe, 0.85 µG in the southern lobe [38] ); synchrotron emission (1 µG [39] ) and equipartition arguments (1.3 µG [40] ). More recently, Fermi-LAT data was used to infer magnetic field strengths of 1 µG for most of the radio lobes, apart from a region in the southern lobe furthest from the galaxy, where the best-fit value was 13.4 µG [12] . It remains to be seen whether this high value will be corroborated by other studies, and the subtleties of disentangling electron distributions from magnetic field strengths mean this should be treated with caution. Possible contributions from hadronic processes could push the value down to 1 µG. We will therefore consider magnetic field strengths of 1 µG and 13.4 µG in our analysis, and stress that the higher value may not be robust 1 .
Crucially, Centaurus A has a number of galaxies, including identified dSphs, in its vicinity [11] . Currently there are 40 confirmed dSphs [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] , some of which lie along the line of sight to the radio lobes, which extend between approximately −38 • and −48 • Declination and between 13h40m and 13h20m Right Ascension [46] (a list of objects that could lie within the radio lobes based on the Catalog of Neighboring Galaxies are shown in Table 2 [47, 48] ). In-ferred distances indicate some could lie in or behind the lobes, providing a potential source for a 3.55 keV ALP line. A more recent survey with the Dark Energy Camera [49] has uncovered potentially 41 new dSph candidates [50] [51] [52] . Dwarf Spheroidals make ideal sources of DM decay processes due to their high mass-to-luminosity ratios and negligible X-ray emission. In addition, the velocity broadening of a 3.55 keV line from a dSph is far below 1 eV, making it easier to discriminate the line from the background than in galaxy clusters [53] . However, currently there is no information on the DM profiles of these objects. We therefore estimate a signal from a dSph based on DM profiles for the classical dSphs. 4 Modelling ALP-photon conversion in giant radio lobes
Object

Review of ALP-photon conversion
An ALP couples to electromagnetism through the Lagrangian term:
where M −1 = g aγγ is the ALP-photon coupling. For a homogeneous magnetic field domain of length L, the probability of ALP-photon conversion is [25, 54] :
where tan(2θ) =
4ω , for energy ω and magnetic field perpendicular to the ALP wave vector B ⊥ , and m 2 ef f = |m 2 a − ω 2 pl | for an ALP mass m a and plasma frequency ω pl = 4παn e /m e . Henceforth we assume m a ω pl and set it to zero. After plugging in constants, tan(2θ) and ∆ evaluate to: tan(2θ) = 4.9 × 10 −2 10 −4 cm −3 n e B ⊥ 1µG ω 3.5keV For ∆ 1 and θ 1 the conversion probability simplifies to:
For M 10 13 GeV, this condition holds in radio lobes, as well as galaxy clusters. The inferred value of Γ DM→a from equation 2.2 therefore is proportional to M 2 . Our calculations for the 3.55 keV line strength in radio galaxies is therefore independent of M .
Magnetic field model
We model the magnetic field of the radio lobes far from the jet region as a multi-scale, randomdomain tangled field which was used to model synchrotron emission from Centaurus A in [39] . These models have also been used for magnetic fields of galaxy clusters [55, 56] . We generate a random vector potential with a power spectrum:
The magnitude and phase are uniform for each domain. The magnitude is randomly selected from a Rayleigh distribution:
while the phase is uniformly distributed from 0 to 2π. The one-dimensional power spectrum of the magnetic field is then:
The value of n is inferred from synchrotron data [39] , which supports a value close to Kolmogorov (n = 17/3). We model the magnetic field along a 200 kpc line of sight, which is the width of the radio lobes. We truncate the power spectrum, k min < k < k max where k min = 2π/Λ max and k max = 2π/Λ min . The minimum length scale Λ min = 10 kpc uses the value derived in [33] , while we examine the effect of allowing Λ max to vary. We conservatively take the electron number density n e = 10 −4 cm −3 to be constant throughout the lobe. We therefore also take the magnetic field strength to be constant across 200 kpc, and 0 outside the lobe. We model both 1 µG and 13.4 µG.
We generated 1000 different magnetic field configurations for each field strength. We propagated a 3.55 keV ALP from cell-to-cell and calculated the total conversion probability for each configuration. In all cases we used M = 10 13 GeV. For a 20 cell model with 10 kpc length domains (i.e. Λ max = Λ min = 10 kpc), an average conversion probability of (2.5 ± 0.1) × 10 −5 was derived for a magnetic field strength of 1 µG, and (4.4 ± 0.1) × 10 −3 for a magnetic field strength of 13.4 µG. Here we quote value ± standard deviation based on the variation of magnetic field configurations: this is not a full account of the error. If we take Λ max = 30 kpc, over 200 kpc the conversion probabilities are enhanced by no more than a factor of 2. The conversion probability for 1 µG is 2 orders of magnitude lower than that typical for galaxy clusters, while for 13.4 µG it is of the same order.
Estimating X-ray signals
Signal from dark matter in a dSph
The brightnesses of the dSphs near Centaurus A are not well constrained, making an estimation of their DM profiles challenging [57] . We therefore estimate DM profiles based on those of the classical dSphs. The astrophysical D-factors of the classical and ultrafaint dSphs have been calculated in [58] . As the strongest signal will come from the centre of the dSph, we wish to use the best-fit Einasto profiles calculated in this paper rather than just the D-factor, where the Einasto density profile is given by:
We used the best constrained dSph density profiles (Leo I and II, CVI, Carina, Fornax, Sculptor, Draco, Ursa Minor and Sextans) and integrate along the l.o.s. to produce a 2D integrated DM column density profile. While the DM density profile at the centre is modeldependent, the integrated density profile receives a small contribution from the central volume of the dSph. We found the densities of the central kpc 2 of the dSphs lie between 10 7 − 10 8 M /kpc 2 . We use this to estimate the ALP flux from the central kpc 2 , which corresponds to 1 arcmin at 3.8 Mpc. The decay rate from the DM particle to ALPs is inferred from Perseus observations to be:
where the dependence on M compensates for the fact that P a→γ ∝ 1/M 2 . Using M = 10 13 GeV, and the values of P a→γ calculated in Section 4.2, we calculate the total 3.55 keV flux:
where the DM density ρ DM is integrated over a volume equal to 1 kpc 2 × l where (4/3)π(l/2) 3 is large enough to include more than 99% of the DM mass, and d is the distance to the dSph. From a typical dSph, the flux is found to be 1 − 10 × 10 −20 erg s −1 cm −2 /arcmin 2 in the case of a 1 µG magnetic field strength and 1 − 10 × 10 −18 erg s −1 cm −2 /arcmin 2 for 13.4 µG. The X-ray background between 2-10 keV is 1.2 × 10 −14 erg s −1 cm −2 /arcmin 2 . Therefore we estimate that for a 100 eV detector resolution (such as for the instruments onboard Chandra and XMM-Newton) a background flux of ∼ 1.5 × 10 −16 erg s −1 cm −2 /arcmin 2 , and for a 2.5 eV detector resolution (such as for the X-ray Integral Field Unit onboard Athena [59] ) a background flux of ∼ 4 × 10 −18 erg s −1 cm −2 /arcmin 2 .
In the case that we have a dSph behind a region of the radio lobe where the magnetic field strength is 1 µG, it would be very challenging to detect a 3.55 keV line, as we would need to be sensitive to a 1% effect with a satellite like Athena. This would require substantial satellite time and also precise modelling of the contribution from X-ray emission from the radio lobe.
In the case of a magnetic field strength of 13.4 µG, the situation is more promising. With Athena, the 3.55 keV line would be an effect of the same order as the CXB, which could be detectable. However, a 13.4 µG magnetic field strength is anomalously high compared to the rest of the radio lobe, and the data may be explained by other sources of emission not taken into account by the model. Were this value to be confirmed, it would be worth observing dSphs within this region to search for a 3.55 keV line. If the magnetic field strength is found to be ∼ 1 µG everywhere in the lobe, our analysis shows that dSphs are not promising targets for a 3.55 keV DM → a → γ line.
Signal from the Dark Matter halo of Centaurus A
It is instructive to compare the signals we would expect from dSphs to that produced by the DM halo of Centaurus A itself. In the case of a DM→ γ decay the line strength should be substantially greater in Centaurus A as it hosts a much larger DM halo. However, with a 1 µG magnetic field strengths in the regions of the lobes near the galaxy, we might expect the DM→ a → γ line to be weaker.
To estimate the DM profile of Centaurus A we follow the procedure used in [60] . In order to calculate an NFW profile:
we infer the parameters ρ 0 and r s from the K-band apparent magnitudes listed in the 2MASS All-Sky Extended Source Catalog. From the K-band magnitudes (m K ) we infer the stellar masses m s , setting:
We then determine the total DM mass M DM within the virial radius using eq. 13 in [61] : For Centaurus A we find that ρ 0 = 0.003 (M /pc 3 ) and r s = 29.3 kpc. Alternative derivations from direct kinematic measurements and an isothermal fit produce similar results [63] .
The three profiles are compared in Figure 1 .
In this case, the 3.55 keV flux calculation is subtly different to Equation 5.3, as we must consider the ALP flux from the DM halo behind the lobe separately from the DM halo within the lobe: ρ r (pc) Figure 1 . Comparison of Centaurus A dark matter profiles. Green represents the NFW profile derived from the K-band magnitude [60] ; blue, NFW fitted from kinematic measurements in [63] ; purple, isothermal fitted in [63] .
where P l a→γ is the ALP-photon conversion probability across the propagation length l, P a→γ (V ) the ALP-photon conversion probability across a volume V , V 1 is the non magnetised volume within the field of view back to the magnetised lobes, and V 2 is the lobes volume within the FOV approximated as a cylinder, as shown in Figure 2 . P aγγ is calculated using the magnetic field model of Section 4.2 with a field strength of 1 µG.
The expected 3.55 keV line flux from the DM halo of Centaurus A is plotted against distance in Figure 3 for two different NFW profiles. It is also plotted against the expected fluxes for a DM→ γ line of the strength observed in the Perseus Cluster, and an order of magnitude weaker as observed in other galaxy clusters. As can be seen, the DM → a → γ flux is substantially smaller than that of a direct decay to photons, which is over 10% of the CXB up to 50 kpc from the centre for the higher value of sin 2 (2θ). Therefore a non-observation of the 3.55 keV line in the DM halo of Centaurus A could provide a consistency check on an observation of a 3.55 keV line in dSphs behind the radio lobes for a DM → a → γ model. 
Conclusion
The origin of the 3.55 keV line remains an intriguing open problem. The DM → a → γ decay model produces a unique morphology for the line that allows for unique testable predictions for different astrophysical environments. It is therefore important to analyse all promising targets to search for a DM → a → γ line. The giant radio lobes of Centaurus A contain a relic magnetic field that extends over hundreds of kiloparsecs, and could have a magnetic field strength up to 13.4 µG. We have discussed the possibility to detect a signal by observing dwarf spheroidal galaxies behind these radio lobes. For a magnetic field strength of 1 µG, and a galaxy of similar dark matter profile to the classical dSphs, the ALP-photon conversion probability is O(10 −5 ), which would produce a signal O(10 −4 − 10 −3 ) of the CXB within a 100 eV energy range, and O(10 −2 − 10 −1 ) for a 2.5 eV range, meaning that we are unlikely to be able to detect a signal. If the anomalously high magnetic field strength of 13.4 µG inferred for a region in the southern lobe is confirmed, this could boost the signal to be of the same order as the CXB in a 2.5 eV range. In this case, it could be possible to detect a 3.55 keV line from a dSph, which would provide a compelling test of the DM → a → γ hypothesis. Further observations to better determine the dSph density profiles, and the magnetic field strength of the radio lobes, are needed to determine a DM → a → γ could be observed.
